NCSU CENTENNIAL CAMPUS ACCESS

Nazareth through Avent Ferry – CLOSED: 6:30 AM to 12:00 PM
Gorman through Centennial – CLOSED: 6:30 AM to 1:00 PM

*Or until last participant passes & course materials are removed

TO ENTER CAMPUS:
• E on Centennial Pkwy
• $ on Oval Dr
• W on Main Campus Dr
• Meter across runners on Varsity Dr
& continue S on Main Campus Dr

TO EXIT CAMPUS:
• N on Main Campus Dr
• Meter W onto Varsity Dr

LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY ON GORMAN & TRAILWOOD DR

TO ENTER CAMPUS:
• E on Main Campus Dr from Trailwood
• Meter N onto Main Campus Dr at Achievement Dr

TO EXIT CAMPUS:
• S on Main Campus Dr
• Meter E onto Achievement Dr
• S on Centennial Pkwy
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